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Abstract 
 

Mechanical Design Mast & Wall Mounted Enclosures is one out of five units within Ericsson 

AB, Network and Enclosure Solutions. The department develops mast and wall mounted 

products for Radio Base Stations and is responsible for the Remote Radio Unit (RRU), one 

out of two main units in a main remote radio base configuration. The RRU is designed to be 

located near the antenna to reduce feeder loss and power use. There are high demands for mast 

and wall mounted telecommunications products and the handling and installation of the products 

are key features to meet technical requirements. These operations are not always so intuitive 

why the product documentation is very important information. Occasionally these instructions 

are not fully followed. The aim of the master thesis was to analyze how the design of an RRU and 

the mounting equipment affects the handling and installation of the product, and show that by 

designing for usability enhance the intuitive sense of how to perform the installation.   
 

The thesis follows a user centered design (UCD) process, including four main steps; specify 

the context of use, specify requirements, create design solutions and evaluate designs, which 

keep the user in focus through the whole work. The first two steps were done by information 

gathering and a usability analysis of the RRU. This part contained the handling and 

installation of the whole RRU, while the development part would only focus on the mounting 

equipment. Recommendations for future design of RRU‟s regarding usability aspects have 

been documented. Based on the analysis requirements for the development phase was set up. 

The most prominent requirements were to design a solution that did not contain loose details 

such as nuts and bolts, and that it had to be backward compatible to fit elder models. 

 

A mounting equipment design was developed and a prototype was produced in order to 

evaluate the design. Feedback on the design was collected from a usability practice with 

Ericsson engineers. The final solution of the new mounting equipment is designed to use the 

same components for both mast- and wall configurations. The design consists of three main 

components which are all used for mast mounting and where two of the components are used 

for wall mounting. The design depends on the manufacturing possibilities of extruded 

aluminum and bent stainless steel as well as on the usability requirements. The final design 

solution have been documented in this report and submitted in CAD-files to Ericsson.   
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Sammanfattning 
 

Mechanical Design Mast & Wall Mounted Enclosures är en utav fem avdelningar inom 

Ericsson AB, Network and Enclosure Solutions. Avdelningen utvecklar mast- och 

väggmonterade produkter för radiobasstationer och är ansvarig för den radiospecifika enheten, 

RRU‟n, som är en av två huvudenheter av en Main Remote basstation. RRU‟n är konstruerad 

för att placeras i närhet av antennen för att reducera förluster i kablarna. Det finns högt satta 

krav på mast- och väggmonterade telekom-produkter och hanteringen och installationen av 

dem är nyckelfunktioner för att klara de satta kraven. Produktinformationen är en viktig del av 

produkten där det framgår hur den skall hanteras och installeras, vilket annars inte alltid är så 

intuitivt. I vissa fall finns dock inte dokumentationen tillgänglig. Syftet med examensarbetet 

var att analysera hur konstruktionen av RRU‟n samt mast- och väggfästet påverkar 

användarvänligheten under hantering och installation, samt visa att genom att designa utifrån 

användarvänlighet förbättra den intuitiva känslan av hur man utför installationen.         

 

Arbetet följde en process med fokus på användaren (User Centered Design) med fyra 

huvudsteg; specificera användarsambanden, specificera kraven, skapa designlösningar och 

utvärdera modeller. De första två stegen utfördes genom informationssökning samt genom en 

användaranalys av RRU‟n och inkluderade hela RRU‟n samt fästanordningen, medan den 

andra delen av arbetet enbart fokuserade på fästanordningen. Problemområden angående 

produkterna och rekommendationer för framtida design av en RRU är sammanställda. Krav 

gällande användarvänlighet vilka baserades på analysen fastställdes. De mest framträdande 

kraven var att skapa en lösning som inte innehöll lösa detaljer som skruvar och muttrar, och 

att lösningen måste vara bakåtkompatibel för att passa äldre modeller av RRU‟er.  

 

Ett nytt mast- och väggfäste utvecklades och en prototyp tillverkades för att kunna utvärdera 

designen. En användarövning tillsammans med anställda ingenjörer på Ericsson genomfördes 

för att erhålla feedback. Den slutliga lösningen av fästanordningen är designat utifrån 

möjligheten att använda samma komponenter för både mast- och vägginstallation. Produkten 

består av tre huvudkomponenter varav alla tre används vid mastmontage men enbart två 

används vid väggmontage. Designen är anpassad efter tillverkningsmöjligheterna av 

extruderad aluminium och bockad rostfri stålplåt, samt satta användarkrav. Det slutliga 

konceptet finns dokumenterat i denna rapport samt överlämnat till företaget i CAD-filer.    
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                                                                                  Terminology 

 

AC   – Alternating Current 

Artifact – Any object made or modified by a human being 

CAD  – Computer Aided Design 

CPI  – Customer Product Information, installation instruction with written      

information 

DC   – Direct Current 

PSU   – Power Supply Unit  

QG   – Quick Guide, illustrated installation instructions without text 

UCD   – User-centered design 

UPA  – Usability Professionals' Association 

RRU   – Remote Radio Unit  

 

Literature references are referred to in the text with Name, (Year) or as (Name, Year). Web 

references are referred to in text as (Publisher, Online). Fully wed addresses are available in 

reference list. Ericsson internal information which is referred to will be presented as 

(Ericsson, Internal no.) were the number will indicate the number of information in the 

reference list. Personal communication which is referred to in the text is presented within 

parentheses as (Name, PC). References of photos are presented as (Photo: Name) A complete 

list of references can be studied at the end of the document.  
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                                                                              1. Introduction  

 

Ericsson AB has been in the telecommunications business for over 100 years and offers 

complete telecommunications systems. The company activities range from technical research, 

network and application development to the operation and development of systems. More 

than 175 countries utilize Ericsson AB’s network equipment and 40 percent of all mobile calls 

are made through their systems (Ericsson, Online).   

 

Enclosure Solutions, a unit within business unit Networks, the division developing hardware, 

develops Radio Base Stations (RBS) enclosures including mechanics, climate systems and 

interconnect. The products range from mast and wall mounted radio enclosures to indoor and 

outdoor cabinets for RBS and base station related equipments (Ericsson, Internal 1).   

 

The traditional way of developing enclosures has followed an individual adjustment to a 

single product; without taken into consideration the general impression and common design 

language within a product line. The focus has been on technology where designers have 

worked from inside and out to finish with the enclosure and the packaging of a product. There 

have not been any specific regulations or guidelines for a common design expression or 

adaptation for usability. However, during the last years Ericsson designers has put a greater 

focus into the area, especially in the work of developing the new RBS 6000-series. As the 

competition within telecom hardens every improvement can gain market share. One step in 

the development is to invest more into the usability aspects of the products.  

1.1  Background  

Mobile telecommunication networks are built up by fixed RBS-sites that receive and transmit 

radio signals and provide local access to the network. The RBS product families consist of a 

range of different base stations providing variable coverage and capacity to address a large 

variety of radio applications from urban to rural. Main remote base stations are one of the 

configurations and consist of one Main Unit (MU) which connects to network transmission at 

ground level and one or more Remote Radio Units (RRU) containing the radio specific 

hardware and designed to be located near the antenna to reduce feeder loss and power use, as 

illustrated in figure 1.  A thin optical fiber pair cable connects each RRU to the MU (Ericsson, 

Internal 2).  
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Figure 1. Picture from CPI illustrating a main remote base station (Ericsson, Internal 3). 

 

 

Mechanical Design Mast & Wall Mounted Enclosures is one out of five units within 

Enclosure Solutions. The unit develops mast and wall mounted products and is responsible for 

the RRU product family. The RRU can be mounted to a mast for outdoor configuration as 

well as to walls for indoor or rooftop installations. The units should easily be carried to site 

and offer discreet installation where space and access are decisive issues.  

 

Historically the mast and wall mounted products have meet standards and requirements 

according to function and strength. Through customer surveys that has been made; you cannot 

identify any specific or consistent failure of the products.  When there are problems they are 

usually individual problems on a particular product and by redesigning the problems they do 

not recur in next-generation products (Adin, D., PC).  However, there are other problems that 

arise. As an example, a new mounting bracket is often developed for each new product 

(Westin, T, PC). This entails that the installer has new products and interfaces to take into 

consideration over again.  

1.2  Problem definition 

For customers around the world the condition of handling and installation varies regarding 

climate, training and equipment. Many times the installation takes place at high altitudes 

where the conditions for the installation can be hard. One important part of the functionality 

of these products is its usability. No specific usability surveys have been made since focus has 

been on technology and function.  

 

To each of the mast and wall mounted RRU follow a web-based CPI (customer product 

information), which step by step describes how to install the product. The handling and 

installation are usually not so intuitive, why this information is an important part of the 

product. Occasionally these CPI is not fully followed. This could be the result of the fact that 
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the installer does not have access to a connection or equipment out at site. Studies also show 

that some installers have never seen a CPI, either before or during installation, and that they in 

other cases completely ignore the instructions (Johansson, G. PC). There are possibilities for 

development that could lead to shorter installation times through correctly performed 

installations.  

 

There are high demands for mast and wall mounted telecommunications products and the 

handling and installation of the products are key features to meet technical requirements. The 

purpose of the thesis is to show how to enhance the intuitive sense of how to handle a 

product, and by designing for usability ease the handling and installation to prevent damage 

on products or users.  

1.3  Aim and Objectives 

The aim of this master thesis is to gather knowledge about and identify how an RRU is 

handled by the installer. Based on the analysis recommendations for future design of an RRU 

should be documented and a concept of new RRU mounting equipment should be developed 

focusing on usability. The concept should integrate needed functions and more intuitive tell 

the installer how to handle and install the product. The overall picture is the handling of the 

product and the main focus would be the mounting.  

 

Questions to be answered: 
 

o From a user perspective – does the design of the RRU and mounting equipment in 

some way complicate the handling and installation? 

o Can the product be damaged during handling and installation out at Site? 

o Could a different design facilitate the handling of RRU‟s and prevent damage from 

occur during handling and installation out at Site? 

 

The objectives are:  

 

o Based on information gathering, and analyze of the handling of one Remote Radio 

Unit, set up recommendations and requirements according to usability for a future 

design. 

o Improve the design of mast- and wall brackets from a usability point of view.  

o Develop and present 1 final realizable solution that integrates the requirements.  

o Develop a 3D model of the final design. 

o Develop functional models for tests and evaluation.  

 

The master thesis should be presented by a written report in English and orally at one seminar 

at Ericsson Enclosure Solutions and one seminar at the Institution of Machine Design at KTH. 
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1.4  Scope and delimitations  

Presented here are the overall delimitations that were made. Detailed delimitations are 

presented within the sections it concerns. 

 

The family of mast and wall mounted products at Mechanical Design Mast & Wall Mounted 

Enclosures contains a range of products. To obtain a reasonable extent, the project will focus 

on a particular product of the family. Together with the supervisor and other employees at 

Ericsson who are well versed in the product family, a decision was made to base the study on 

the latest manufactured model in the series of RRU‟s, in the thesis called RRU-0. 

 

Considering time and economics, information gathering will be based on materials in Sweden 

and will not include observations from installation observations in various parts of the world 

to cover the scope of users. 

  
The information gathering will cover the handling of the RRU from manufacturing to mounting. 

This will be done with the intent to have a thorough understanding of the whole process when 

entering the concept development phase. In the concept development a limitation was set to only 

include the handling of the product from when it arrives in the packaging out at the Site until the 

product is mounted.    

 

A cost calculation will not be included in the project. Neither will the project result in a complete 

manufacturing documentation, due to time limitations. 
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                                                                        2. Outline of thesis  

 

The master thesis followed a, for the project developed development process seen in figure 2. 

In order to understand how the project is in related to the internal Ericsson process, the 

planning of the project will interact with the process for the mechanical division the HWDP 

2000 EMD (Hardware Development Process for Enclosure Mechanical Design) and its 

deliverables for each toll gate (TG), to the greatest extent possible. Parts of the process can be 

studied in Appendix 1. The project will be a pre-development project but will overlap into the 

development phase.  
 

The planning of the project will also follow the master thesis instructions of the Department of 

Machine Design, KTH, with the steps KP0 through KP3. The instructions can be seen in 

Appendix 1.  
 

 
 

Figure 2. Master Thesis Development Process. 

 

At KP0 a decision to start the project is made. The phase includes problem definition, project 

plan, time schedule and a risk analysis. 

 

The Pre-Study, from KP1/TG0 to TG1 includes the information gathering, analysis of the 

problem, and the concept generation. The generation phase will be the creative phase of the 

project where the aim is to work as widely as possible and strive for as many ideas and inputs 

as possible. This pre-study phase should be an iterative process to be able to eliminate poor 

ideas.  

 

From TG1 through KP2, the feasibility-phase includes the validation and elimination of 

concepts and detail construction of one final concept.    
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                                                                             3. Methodology 

 

The thesis work was divided into three overall parts. First, a literature study and information 

gathering was done to gain background information to the thesis work. Thereafter, the work 

included two separate sections; Part I including the usability analysis and following 

recommendations for construction of an RRU and requirements for mounting equipment, and 

Part II including the development of mounting equipment.  

 

Literature study / Information gathering 

The literature study was done by searching data bases, the web, Ericsson internal documents, 

by study visits, and from interviews and conversations with Ericsson employee and other 

concerned persons. The theoretical frame was to include information of the product to be 

analyzed, the RRU, usability aspects including usability methods in product development, 

meanings of artifacts in use as well as ergonomic aspects. Following was some discussion of 

methods for concept generation. The information gathering was also to include the 

identification of the context of use.  

 

PART I 

The Usability analysis followed guidelines from User Centered Design methods, as described 

in section 5.1. The analysis took into consideration ergonomic aspects and the intuitivity of a 

design, as well as if the design would imply a handling that could damage the product or the 

user.  

 

The results and problem areas from the usability analysis were developed into 

recommendations for a future design of an RRU.  The result together with information from 

the pre-study and from discussions with Ericsson employees was also used as basis for the 

requirements.  

 

PART II 

The concept generation was done with help of brainstorming, market research, workshops, 

sketching and by using a speaking partner. The evaluation of concepts was mostly based on 

discussions with Ericsson employees. The concept development included definition of design, 

minimization of size and weight, 3D-modeling of the concept and definition of included 

components as screws and nuts. Used software was Pro-Engineer, Solid Edge, Rhinoceros 3.0 

and Adobe Photoshop CS2.    

 

In order to evaluate the concept a prototype was manufactured and tested during an 

installation practice with Ericsson mechanical designers. Feedback was collected to find 

possibilities for improvements. If improvements could be implemented in the thesis work they 

were, otherwise recommendations were left for further development. 
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                                                                   4. Remote Radio Unit  

 

The RRU is the radio specific hardware of the main remote radio base station. It is placed 

near the antenna to reduce feeder loss and power use. Seen in figure 3, the RRU-0 is the latest 

developed in the RRU-family and the product analyzed in the project. Its dimensions are 

600x350x112 mm with a volume without the front shield of 23 liters and a weight of 20 kg.   

 

 
 

Figure 3. Picture of RRU-0 placed in the Ericsson office entrance at Lindholmen, Gothenburg (Photo: 

Karnstedt, J.). 

4.1  RRU Interface  

Looking at the mechanical parts of today's RRU some features and components are always 

included. When it comes to handling the RRU at the site for installation the user will get in 

contact with the external interface of the unit. Included components and illustrations of the 

installation operation are placed in appendix 2. The interface consists of components which 

make it possible to install the device but also components to protect against weather. 

Examples of included components of the external interface are seen in figure 4.   

 

 
 
Figure 4. From left to right; The sunshield to protect against weather, the back side including handle and fixture 

points of mounting equipment and the mast mounting brackets (Ericsson, Internal 3). 
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4.2  Mounting equipment  
 

The RRU-consol seen in figure 5 is 

manufactured of bent stainless steel plate 

with welded joints. The two nuts on top are 

welded to the plate and used for wall-

mount when screws are mounted from 

underneath. Two screws per consol are 

used to fasten the bracket to the RRU. The 

dimensions of the consol are 

30x190x61mm. 
 

 

Figure 5. Illustrations from CPI of RRU-consol 

and mounted to the RRU (Ericsson, Internal 3). 

 

The mast-brackets are manufactured the 

same way as the RRU-consol. Mast-

mounting requires two brackets as per 

figure 6. The stud bolts pointing upwards 

are welded to the plate which the RRU-

consol will be hooked onto when 

installing. One bracket contains 6 nuts and 

4 washers; all are loose and need to be un-

mounted during installation. The 

dimensions are 58x160x217mm. The 

brackets can handle the dimensions of a 

mast with circular cross-sections from 30 

to 120 mm.        Figure 6. Illustration from CPI of mast-mounting  

bracket (Ericsson, Internal 3). 

 

 

For wall-mounting the RRU-consol is used 

together with a wall-consol, as seen in 

figure 7. The material of the wall-consol is 

bent stainless steel. The consol will fasten to 

the wall with 3-5 screw depending on wall 

material. The top screws are threaded into 

the plate and will fix the top RRU-consol. 

The lower RRU-consol is fastened by two 

screws from underneath. Its dimensions are 

65x160x50mm. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 7. Illustration from CPI of wall-console 

(Ericsson, Internal 3). 
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4.3  Main functions  

The features and components of the external interface of the RRU that designers need to 

consider are as following: 

 

 Airflow through the unit from bottom to top for maximum cooling effect. Therefore 

the top and bottom surfaces must not be fully covered and kept as open as possible. 

 

 Carrying possibilities by such as grip surfaces and handles would facilitate a lissome 

movement and handling of the device during the installation.   

 

 While not carrying the RRU it should be placed on the ground without being 

damaged, alternatively be set tilting against a wall or similar. Enamel paint on the 

casting device acts as corrosion protection; it must not be rubbed off.  

 

 To be hoisted into a mast the RRU must have some sort of lifting device.  

 

 Up to 95% of the installations are mounted on equipment not supplied by Ericsson 

(Bäck, J., PC). Therefore it would be preferable it the brackets are adjustable to 

different cross-sections. Circular-, square- and L-shaped beams might be used. 

Currently there are only requirements for the handling of circular cross-sections.  

 

 The RRU must be connected via 

cables. For the RRU-0 the cabling 

is set underneath and at the front of 

the unit, see figure 8. A new 

construction of an RRU mighth 

give the possibilities for this type 

of cabling but also consider other 

types of cabling, as for example 

only underneath. It is not a good 

idea to put the cables on top of the 

construction due to the risk of 

corrosion and the requirements of 

air flow. The connection area must 

be accessible after the device is 

installed. 
Figure 8. Illustration from CPI of areas used for 

connectors (Ericsson, Internal 3). 
 

 The RRU has an outer shell to protect against weather. A sun screen is used to cover 

the front of the RRU. This must be possible to remove in order to carry out 

maintenance.  

 

 The designer has to consider the packaging possibilities in order to reduce volume and 

prevent the device from being damaged during transportation. Protruding components 

are not preferred (Huele, J., PC).  

 

http://tyda.se/search/enamel%20paint
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4.4  Fixed construction details 

A completely new design of the RRU or the mounting equipment can lead to significant costs 

if related products have to be re-designed to fit. Hence the new construction has to be 

backward compatible, but also strive for meeting future changes of related products. Listed 

below are details to consider in order to meet these requirements.  

 

 The RRU can optionally be 

configured for AC power. A PSU 

must then be added. The PSU must 

fit to the construction, not 

necessarily on the backside. The 

construction must include a hole-

pattern with the measurements of 

today, see figure 9.   

 
Figure 9. Illustrates the hole-pattern for PSU, 

image from CPI (Ericsson, Internal 3). 
 

 The hole-pattern for brackets must 

fit elder models of RRU‟s and to 

fit a new RRU to an elder bracket, 

as seen in figure 10.    

 
F

i

g

u

r

e 10. Illustrates the hole pattern for mounting 

brackets, image from CPI (Ericsson, Internal 3). 

 

 A new bracket to fit to the back of 

the RRU should use the same 

measurements for fixture points, as 

the old bracket to be able to hang 

on old mast- and wall mounting 

fixtures see figure 11.    

               
 

 

 

Figure 11. Hole patterns for RRU brackets, mast 

mount to the left and wall mount to the right, images from 

CPI (Ericsson, Internal 3). 
 

 A new mounting fixture must not cover integrated handles or fixture holes of elder 

RRU models.     

 

 Brackets have to be placed to the pole by closing it around the pole, not by threading it 

from the top or bottom of the pole.  
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                                                                       5. Usability aspects 

 

Usability involves soft attributes; e.g. ergonomics, look and feel, understanding of the product 

and the ability to learn and evolve with the product, which in some cases are difficult to 

define and are not always measurable. Today, with more emphasis on the interpretation of 

results less importance can be given to the qualitative data and numbers and more to soft 

attributes. 

5.1  Usability in product development  

Most information found about usability in product development and methods to use are 

concerning software systems. In this thesis these methods have been used as a guide in the 

process of analysis and product development. Some methods need to be modified whereas 

some might be used in their original structure. Presented below are methods mostly based on 

publications from the online Usability Professionals' Association (UPA), the online Usability 

Methods Toolbox by James Hom and from the book The Semantic turn by Klaus 

Krippendorff which have been modified to be applicable to the product being developed. The 

study does not take into consideration how the methods are used in computer-human 

interaction, but applies only the framework as a guide for the project. The ISO-standards 

referred to are not studied but used and referred to as second-hand data.    

5.1.1  User-Centered Design  

Defined by UPA (UPA, Online) the User-centered design (UCD) is a design approach 

focusing on the people who will use the product. UCD processes consider the users through 

the planning, design and development of a product. 

 

UPA refers to the international standard, ISO 13407: Human-centered design process for 

interactive systems, as the basis for many UCD methodologies (UPA, Online). The standard 

defines a general process for including human-centered activities throughout a development 

life-cycle, but does not specify exact methods. Keeping in mind that not all methods can be 

used, the general stages of the process were applied as guidance to the product development 

process for the master thesis work. Suitable methods for each sections of the process was 

observed and implemented.  

 

 
 

Figure 12. Model of User-Centered Design process from UPA (UPA, Online). 

 

 

http://www.best.com/~jthom/usability/usable.htm
http://www.best.com/~jthom/usability/usable.htm
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The UCD process is based on four sections as seen in figure 12 (UPA, Online).  

1. Specify the context of use 
Identify the people who will use the product, what they will use it for, and under what 

conditions they will use it, included in the Information gathering. 

2. Specify requirements 
Identify any business requirements or user goals that must be met for the product to be 

successful, included in the Usability analysis. 

3. Create design solutions 
This part of the process may be done in stages, building from a rough concept to a 

complete design, included in the Concept generation and Concept development phase.  

4. Evaluate designs 
The most important part of this process is the evaluation - ideally through usability 

testing with actual users. This will partly be done by testing the prototype.   

5.1.2  Usability analysis  

Usability evaluating methods are generally divided into three types; testing, inspection, and 

inquiry (Usabilityhome & the Usability Methods Toolbox, Online).    

 

Testing  

Testing includes a set of methods to evaluate a product by testing it on users. The methods try 

to measure a products capacity to meet its intended purpose by observing the users. 

Quantitative data can be collected, for example how long time it takes to perform a certain 

task. Usability testing could be used throughout the whole product development. In an early 

stage or pre-study of the development, testing a previous version could give the designer 

important inputs for a new design. Using tests during the middle stages of development, they 

provide feedback to the design team and the possibility to refine the design. At the end of the 

product development, testing ensures that the product meets the design objectives. 

 

Krippendorff (2006, p.60) states that „careful observations, especially of failures or awkward 

practices, often are good starting point for design.‟ There are different methods on how to 

observe a user interacting with a product and a few, most interesting for this study will briefly 

be presented below.  

 

Using the Coaching method means the user is allowed to ask questions to a coach, usually the 

tester, while performing a set task. The purpose of this technique is to discover the 

information needs of users in order to provide better training and documentation, as well as 

possibly redesign the interface to avoid the need for the questions (Usabilityhome, Online).  

 

During the Verbal/Thinking aloud protocol method the user is provided with the product to be 

tested and a task to perform. While performing the task the user shall explain his or hers 

thoughts, opinions, and feelings while interacting with the product. James Hom (Online, 

1998) states the usage of this method as; “Thinking aloud allows you to understand how the 

user approaches the interface and what considerations the user keeps in mind when using the 

interface”. There are also other benefits except the understanding of the user mental model; 

e.g. the usage of the terminology the user uses which could be incorporated into the product 

design or the product documentation (Usabilityhome, Online).  
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Krippendorff (2006) points out that there is one notable limitation of the method, when the 

user needs to verbalize his actions while performing them; which are not always easy. The 

user tends to slow down the performance trying to explain and sometimes even forget how to 

perform the task. This has to be taken into consideration if the observer at the same time 

wants to collect data like time taken to perform a certain task.       

 

 
 

Practicing the Co-discovery learning method two users should work together in performing a 

task and should help each other in the same way as if they were on their working place. This 

is done while being observed. They should be encouraged to explain what they are thinking 

about while performing the task. It is to prefer that the users know each other; if they feel 

uncomfortable it could complicate the work. The technique can preferable be used on 

products designed to be used by workers in team environments.  

 

Inspection  

Inspection includes methods for software development which mostly follows defined tasks 

scenarios; where a common user scenario of a word processor could be to produce a letter 

(The Usability Methods Toolbox, Online). An important aspect of these methods is that it is 

not the users performing the tasks; it is system designers and usability experts that examine 

usability-related aspects of a user interface.  

 

Inquiry  

Inquiry usability evaluators obtain information about users' likes, dislikes, needs, and 

understanding of the system by talking to them, observing them using the system in real work, 

or letting them answer questions verbally or in written form 

 

Ethnographic study is an observational technique that was developed by anthropologist 

(Krippendorff 2006) and is a type of field study. Observing users in the field move the user 

and the product to the natural workplace. The observing part is to watch users offering 

descriptions of how a technology is integrated into every-day life.  This technique is best used 

in the early stages of development, when you need to know more about the issues surrounding 

the use of a product rather than actual metrics (The Usability Methods Toolbox, Online) 

 

Interviews are usually held at very early stages of development, when the product 

requirements are still undefined. It is good to obtain detailed information as well as 

information that can only be obtained from the interactive process between the interviewer 

and the user (Usabilityhome, Online). A structured interview follows specific questions. 

According to Krippendorff (2006) structured interview are probably the least informative 

method for gaining insight into users interests. This because the questions that the 

interviewees are answering always are the questions that the designer wants to see answered – 

not what the interviewees have in mind. The interviewees also tend to answer questions in 

terms of what they expect that the interviewer wants to hear.  

 

 

„Thinking aloud is a cheap way of getting a lot of good qualitative 

feedback during testing‟ 
-James Hom 

(The Usability Methods Toolbox, Online) 
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Unstructured interviews are more like a natural conversation, probably following a rough 

outline. The interviewer might try to steer the questions in one direction but should remain 

open to unexpected answers. The objective of the investigator at this stage is to gather as 

much information as possible concerning the user's experience. Unstructured interviews take 

more time and might be difficult to summarize. According to Krippendorff (2006, p.224) 

„questions concerning the problems that people have with particular artifacts are the ones that 

turns out to be most informative.‟    

5.2  Meanings of artifacts in use  

Krippendorff (2006) writes about the meaning of artifacts as a central part of the human 

interaction human. First the user needs to sense the artifact, in the meaning of see, feel, smell 

or hear which in turn have to mean something to the user in order to result in an action. 

Meanings are constructed from previous experiences. In this case the meanings can change 

with time as the users gets more experienced.  

 

But what happens when meanings and action lead to something that was not expected, when 

expected and actual senses deviate significantly?  This is called a disruption (Krippendorff, 

2006). Disruptions could be an indication of how user-friendly a product is. To prevent 

disruptions the designer need to ensure that the artifact can support the actions that the 

meanings imply. For example, if something looks like a button, something should happen 

when pushing it.   

 

In order to achieve meaningfulness from what is experienced the information has to be 

interpreted. The brain in this context is economic and filters unnecessary information in order 

to form a whole out of the shapes, sounds or smells that are easiest to interpret (Österlin, 

2007). See examples in figure 13. The brain searches among what correspond to one's 

experiences, expectations and attitudes and tend to place the information into categories. 

Research has shown that artifacts that are seen as more typical of their category are also easier 

to recognize and understand than those less typical. (Krippendorff, 2006). For instance, when 

people search for something, a bus stop, a pharmacy or a tool they search with the ideal type 

in mind or a close match. This shows the importance of how the product design 

communicates with the user. To give a clear message to the user the design should match the 

users‟ needs and references (Österlin, 2007). The principles which explain how the brain 

interprets something follow simplicity, similarity and meaningfulness.   

 

 
Figure 13. The simplest interpretation is a square and a circle (Österlin, 2007). 

5.3  Definition of intuitive  

To prevent improper handling of a product, which could damage the product and lead to 

poorer technical performance the understanding of the interface is important to consider. If 

the interface is natural intuitive the need of manuals in order to understand the function is 

reduced.  
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There is no direct answer to what is considered intuitive. Something can be intuitive for one 

person but not for another. Differentiations also exist between different cultures and in 

different geographical areas. The best and maybe also the only way to evaluate if a 

construction is intuitive or not is to test it to a group of various people, or people from the 

target group if specified.  

5.4  Ergonomic aspects  

The handling and installation of an RRU is performed by a human why ergonomic aspects are 

important to consider. The Swedish Ergonomic Society ESS (ESS, Online) defines ergonomic 

as; „a multidisciplinary research and application domain which in a holistic approach deals 

with the interaction human-technology-organization in order to optimize health and well-

being and performance in the design of products and systems.‟  

 

Ergonomics is a multi disciplinary aspect and to assess the ergonomic working environment 

several aspects should be taken into consideration. The job being done, the demands on the 

worker, the equipment used, its shape and size, and the information presented are some of 

these aspects. The document AFS 1998:1 Ergonomics for the Prevention of Musculoskeletal 

Disorders, from the Swedish National Board of Occupational Safety and Health 

(Arbetarskyddsstyrelsen, Online), gives advice and guidance regarding the subject and states 

that; „Working sharply bent, twisted or stretched can cause congestion which is very 

inappropriate when the joints are loaded near or at their extreme positions. Postures or 

movements, which lead to the wrists bents significantly or that the hands are above the 

shoulders, below the knees or far out from the body is not unusual. The risk of injury 

increases significantly if the posture is simultaneously bent and twisted or stretched and 

twisted. It is particularly risky to perform manual handling in a bent and twisted posture.‟ 

Further on the regulations identifies that there is an imminent risk of harm if the item to lift is; 

 

 difficult to grasp or cannot be handled close to the body; large, shapeless, hot, cold, 

sharp, wet, or without natural or placed handles.  

 

 fragile, unstable, or if the content is mobile or possible to shift, e.g. containers with 

liquids, potato sacks.  

 

It is important to avoid heavy lifting and to use helping tools if necessary. If manual lifting is 

unavoidable two regulations among others are important to follow; 

 

 ensure that the burden is kept near the body 

 

 avoid lifting and twisting simultaneously 

Intuition  

 

„Ability to immediately understand something, where all elements 

are perceived directly, without benefit of experience or intellectual 

analysis‟ 
-The Swedish national encyclopedia  

(Nationalencyklopedin, Online).  
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                                                   6. Concept generation methods 

 

The concept generation work is a creative process seeking solutions to the product 

specification (H.Johannesson, et al., 2005.) The purpose of the process is to obtain as many 

ideas as possible to a design problem before narrow it down to one final solution. (Ullman, 

David G., 2003) There are tools for stimulating creativity.   

6.1  Brainstorming 

Ullman (2003, p.157) points out that „brainstorming, initially developed as a group-oriented 

technique, can also be used by an individual designer.‟ The advantage of using the method in 

a group is that ideas from one member can give association to ideas for another member. 

There are four principles that all brainstorming sessions needs to follow. All ideas should be 

documented for the possibility to bring the ideas from the session when it ends.  

 

1.  Criticism is not permitted (including self-criticism) 

2.  Quantity takes precedence over quality (broad range of ideas gives high peak) 

3.  Go outside the box (wild ideas is encouraged) 

4.  Combine and complement ideas (develop each other's ideas and combine them 

into new ideas) 

6.2  Catalog method – Market research 

When developing a product Ullman (2003, p.139) states that „no matter how new and unique 

the device being designed is, it is important to understand devices that perform similar 

functions.‟ One of the simplest methods in supporting creative thinking is to seek information 

among different media, as product catalogs, the web, patent documents, fashion magazines 

ect. One can either systematically explore how others solve the design problem, or similar 

problems, or get ideas and inspiration in a more unstructured why where anything can give 

associations to new solutions (Österlin, 2007). 

6.3  Workshops  

If the designer is new in the field of study or in need of complementing knowledge someone 

with expertise knowledge can help generating concepts. Workshops are a meeting held which 

focus on a certain subject. The group is composed of a limited number of participants whom 

are invited to active discuss the problem to be solved. A workshop can be held throughout the 

product development process to discuss the progress of work, interchange and evaluate ideas 

and concepts, and to discuss detailed construction of the final solution. 

6.4  Structurize 

If the design gets stuck into one detail or idea there is a meaning of structurize the creative 

process in order to get an overview, understand the problem and be able to move forward. 

(Österlin, 2007) This could be done through using a speaking partner or through sketching. 

By verbally explain the ideas to a speaking-partner the designer has to hands-on deal with the 

problem and look into it from another view. The designer has to put his or hers ideas into 
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words and thoughts about the problem. The sketching is a useful method for examining ideas; 

both two- and three dimensional sketches could be used.  
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                                                                          7. Context of use 

The user information is extracted from separate interviews with Ericsson employees. The 

installation of the product takes places all over the world, not at any specific markets. This 

entails that there is no overall type of an installer. It can be both female and male installers 

with different physical conditions. The installers speak different languages, so there is no 

general language nor is it clear that all installers are able to read. 

7.1  Training 

The information about how well the installers are trained is weak. Subcontractors are 

responsible for a majority of the installations. Ericsson is responsible to educate team leaders 

among the subcontractors and make sure they have asset to updated installation instructions. 

Then, it is the team leader who has the responsibility to educate the installers.  Unfortunately, 

there is no control or assurance that this is done or the extent to which installers is trained. 

Additional is the problem of different views of quality worldwide. 

 

Ericsson provides multimedia based learning programs which include information from tools 

needed to all types of installation instructions for mast or wall mounted units. The films can 

be provided in five different languages; Bulgarian, English, Japanese, Spanish and Chinese 

(Ericsson, Internal 4). There are also manuals in English and Quick Guides that only include 

pictures on how to install the RRU. Unfortunately these manuals are computer based and are 

not provided together with the product packaging. This could entail that the manuals are not 

printed and brought to Site at time for the installation. 

7.2  Target Group 

If the product is developed based on the assumptions that all installers are well trained, have 

access to necessary equipment and work under good weather conditions, problems might 

arise. The ideal user will be defined as one that has limited access to manuals and education 

and has little, or non experience of the product. The aiming goal should be that the user would 

at a maximum use the Quick Guide (QG) during installation.  

7.3  Usage of product 

In the case of an RRU the installer is to perform a task, handling the product, rather than the 

product performing a task for the user; as for example the usage of a scissor which perform 

the task of cutting paper for the user. In this case the product being handled consists of two 

products, the RRU and the mounting equipment. The user is supposed to unpack the RRU out 

at Site and if necessary move the RRU to the location of installation. The mounting fixture 

should be mounted to the RRU and to a mast or wall. The two products will then be 

assembled when finishing the installation. The usage implicates lifting operations, handling 

tools and assembly the components.   

7.4  Working conditions 

The reason to use an RRU is as described earlier to reduce feeder loss and power use. This is 

achieved by placing the RRU near the antenna. Antennas are placed to enable contact in a 

wide range, and cover such a big area as possible. They are usually placed in a mast or on a 
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wall at a rooftop. See example of mats positioned RRU‟s in figure 14. The mast installation is 

performed by one user, with co-users on the ground with the task to hoist the RRU to the 

position of installation. The Remote Unit can also be attached on a wall, where the installation 

circumstances are simpler in the context of that the installation can be performed by more 

than one user.  

 

 
 

Figure 14. Pictures from different Ericsson Sites (Photos: Ericsson Internal 5 and 6). 

 

The access to mount the RRU differs for the two cases. At mast installation the installer have 

a 180 degree, top and bottom access to the mounting equipment with the pole as restriction, 

whereas at the wall installation the access are restricted to side, top and bottom, see figure 15. 

But at the same time the installer is limited at mast installation by being security strapped into 

a climbing gear, whereas at wall installation the installers are free to move around the RRU 

while standing on the ground. A usability questionnaire made by Ericsson showed that in both 

cases many areas are cramped and difficult to access for the ability to assembly (Ericsson, 

internal 7). 

   
 

Figure 15. Left image; access at mast installation and the right image; access at wall installation.  
 

The market for the device is global and the Sites are placed all over the world. This entails 

that the technology must operate under very different climatic conditions, as must the users 

when installing the site. The user will work during various weather conditions, from a hot sun, 

to rain or to freezing temperatures and snow. During all conditions the security 

recommendations are to wear a helmet and gloves.    
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PART I 
 
 

Usability Analysis 
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                                                              8. Adaptation of methods  

 

The usability analysis was done based on information from interviews with Ericsson 

employees, from written internal reports, user installation manuals, a usability practice and 

Ericsson multimedia based learning film.  

 

Early in the pre-study there was a possibility to perform a realistic installation practice of the 

product at the Ericsson office, where a mast is installed from floor to ceiling. The master 

thesis student could work as the ideal user; knowing very little of the product and installation 

at an early stage of the project. In order to get as much information as possible from the 

installation practice a combination of the methodologies for testing was used as guidance for 

the operation. Hence, the user would also try to understand and observe the difficulties of the 

operation as well as the features facilitating the installation.  

 

The usability practice took place in Ericsson office at Lindholmen, Gothenburg, 25
th

 of 

November 2009. Participants were the master thesis student and a mechanical designer from 

Ericsson. The RRU was mounted in a mast and the installer was climbing the mast, wearing 

climbing gear.  

 

Thinking aloud protocol combined with the coaching method were suitable as guidelines for 

the analysis. The user, and in this case also a type of observer would discuss the installation 

with the mechanical designer, whom would work as a coach. Observations were documented 

by writing notes and photographing. Since the installation involves two people to unpack the 

product and assistance with hoisting the RRU to the installation position the practice also 

involved the co-discovery learning methodology. The practice was done first trying to 

understand how to perform the installation without the manuals and then controlling and 

performing the operation according to the CPI-documentation.  

 

Additional to the usability practice, observations was made from the Ericsson multimedia 

based learning films. The films are supposed to work as a guidance and educational material 

for the users and shows the handling and installation procedure out at site. Internal reports on 

usability tests and field studies were also analyzed.  

 

Interviews were a natural method for the inquiry part, and the possibilities to interview 

Ericsson employees with different expertise were very useful. Interviews were held with 

employees from BUGS with experiences from the field, mechanical designers with 

experience of the products to be developed and responsible packaging designer. To find out 

more about the users perspective from the field an interview was held with a former Ericsson-

employee whom had been installing Ericsson equipment in Ethiopia (Hussein, S., PC). The 

interviews were unstructured, but with a list of questions as a guide for the conversation. To 

find out more about the users opinions internal reports were analyzed.   
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                                                      9. Results of usability analysis 

 

The results are a compilation of received information and analyze of the products. Identified 

problems are those that may occur when handling the RRU or mounting equipment and which 

are dependent on the construction or packaging. Issues found regarding the technical 

documentation in the CPI, which not directly depends on the design are placed in Appendix 3.  

9.1  Problem areas 

The following resume will demonstrate problem areas according to handling that might 

damage the products, are time-consuming or un-ergonomic. Following are some notes about 

good design features to keep. Note that the presented material is not listed according to how 

much damage problems can cause or to the importance of solving the problem. 

9.1.1  Areas that could damage the Remote Unit or mounting equipment 

i. In order to fasten the brackets to the RRU the unit has to be placed on the ground with 

front-side down. The multimedia based learning has an instruction film about 

preparations for installation where the message is; 

  

 

 
 

 

Image a-c in figure 16 show how the first wrapping is removed to free the sun shield 

and how the sun shield is removed. Image c shows how a smaller wrapping lies 

between the sunscreen and the radio unit to protect the sunscreen from being damaged 

during transportation. This wrapping is placed inside, and follows the sun shield when 

this is removed.   

 

The CPI and QG show how to place the RRU on the ground, according to figure 17a. 

From the image it looks like the smaller wrapping should be used as demonstrated in 

figure 17b. Due to the designers this is also the correct way to use the wrapping. 

However, talking to the packaging designer at Ericsson in Kumla, the information he 

holds is that the larger top wrapping should be used (Huele, J., PC).  The user could 

indeed use any of the wrapping from the package as long as its protect the unit, but 

none is fastened to the RRU. Because the wrapping is loose it can easily be removed 

and thrown away. Neither is it intuitive to use the small wrapping if it lies inside the 

sun shield. The instructions are unclear and the installer could make errors and place 

the radio unit directly to the ground. The heat pipes are exposed during the preparation 

work and if the RRU are placed wrongly to the ground the heat pipes will most 

certainly be damaged. Even worse is the fact that the corrosion protection, the enamel 

paint might be rubbed off. 

”Protect the surface of the unit you working on by keeping it on a 

plastic bag or protective board of some sort.”   

 
Ericsson Multimedia Based learning 

(Ericsson, Internal 7)  
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Figure 16. a) Top wrapping of the packaging (Photo: Eriksson, N.). b) Top wrapping removed and sun 

shield is shown (Ericsson, Internal 8). c) Sun shield is removed and the smaller wrapping follows as it is fastened 

inside the sun shield (Photo: Eriksson, N.). 

 

       
 

Figure 17. a) Image from CPI illustrating how to place the RRU on the ground (Ericsson, Internal 3). 

 b) The smaller wrapping used as a protective board underneath the RRU (Photo: Kasrnetdt, J.). 

a b 

a b 

c 
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ii. When carrying the RRU as supposed in 

the integrated handle the heat pipes is 

pressed toward the user, see figure 18. 

This might squeeze and damage the heat 

pipes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18. Carrying the RRU in the handle the heat pipes 

are pressed towards the person (Photo: Bondesson, A.). 
 

 

iii. When the RRU is lifted in the existing 

implemented handle, the centre of 

gravity turns the bottom in such an 

angle that the connectors points towards 

the ground as in figure 19.  This entails 

that it is difficult to place the RRU on 

the ground without adding the weight to 

the connectors.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 19. The connectors are turned towards the ground 

while carrying the RRU in the handle (Photo: Bondesson, 

A.). 

 

 

iv. The RRU might be lifted and put down 

with a two hand action as seen in figure 

20. Notice that the heat pipes would 

work as a lifting device which is not 

preferable due to risk of damage.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. A two hand lifting with the heat pipes as a 

lifting device (Photo: Bondesson, A.). 
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v. The mounting brackets are supposed to be fitted to the backside of the RRU before the 

unit is hoisted into the mast. To do this the RRU is placed onto the ground. When the 

RRU is tilted forward the connectors becomes a lever arm and again the weight is put 

to the connectors, see figure 21.  

 

      
 

Figure 21. The pictures show how the connectors become a lever arm for the RRU (Photo: Eriksson, N.). 

 

vi. The sun shield can easily be attached to the RRU. The CPI demonstrates how to place 

the RRU on a protective board on the ground before tightening the brackets to the 

back side. Note that the image illustrates the RRU with the sun shield attached, see 

figure 22a. When the installer tightens the bolts a downward force might affect the 

RRU, see figure 22b. If the sun shield is fitted while the installer mount the brackets to 

the back piece of the RRU it may break.  

 

   
 

Figure 22. a) The RRU with the sun shield attached CPI (Ericsson, Internal 3). b) Working position that may 

damage the sun shield (Photo: Karnstedt, J.).  

 

vii. The lower mounting fixture is to be fitted onto the lower bracket before it is hoisted up 

in the mast. This is demonstrated in the QG as seen in figure 23a. The back piece of 

F 

a b 
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the RRU is designed to function as feet for the RRU when leaning against a wall or 

likely while not carrying the unit, see figure 23b. This is to prevent to put weight 

directly to the connectors.   

 

   
 

Figure X. a) Illustration of fitting the lower mounting fixture to the RRU.  

b) Illustrating how the RRU should rest on its back side to protect the connectors (Ericsson, Internal 3). 

 

But because of the mounting fixture the RRU can no longer be tilted against a wall as 

demonstrated. The fixture receives the floor before the RRU is leaning against the 

wall, see figure 24. This could damage the fixture-screws and disable the thread of nut 

as well as the connectors when the RRU must stand up straight.  

 

         
 

Figure 24.  To the left the weight on the mounting fixture. To the right weight on the connectors (Photo: 

Eriksson, N.).  
  

viii. When installing the RRU in the mast the nuts must be fastened with a certain torque. 

Ericsson education material expects all the installers to use the correct tooling at all 

times (Ericsson, Internal 9). It is known that the sub contractors and the installers do 

not have access to Ericsson tool box at all times why there are no guarantees that the 

a b 
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necessary tools are used. If the installer does not use the correct tool it might not be 

fastened as required.  

9.1.2  Time-consuming and/or non-ergonomic 

i. When handling the screw-nut both 

before and during installation 

problem arise. Unpacking the 

equipment all nuts are screwed to the 

bottom and thus lock the two 

brackets together, see figure 25. It 

also entails that the installer have to 

loosen all four nuts before it can be 

attached to the mast. Roughly 

estimated, it takes 30 seconds to 

fasten two washers and four nuts 

(Ullnert, P., PC). Considering this is 

done both during manufacturing and 

installation, much time can be saved. 
      Figure 25. The nuts have to be unscrewed before  

the brackets can be attached to the mast.  

(Photo: Eriksson, N.).   

 

When mounting the brackets in the mast the nuts have to be tightened, see figure 26. 

This is first done by hand. The installer should wear gloves at all times of the 

installation. Handling small components as loose nuts with gloves covered hands 

during various weather conditions can be very difficult. The nuts also have to be 

tightened evenly on both screws to prevent the bracket from get stuck in a crooked 

position. The handling of the brackets before and during installation is neither time 

effective or ergonomic.   
 

 
 

Figure 26. When mounting the brackets in the mast the screws have to be tightened over again  

  (Photo: Eriksson, N.).     
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ii. Difficulties in holding the brackets on 

place when first install it at the mast. 

The installer has to hold the brackets in 

correct position while trying to tighten 

the nuts, as seen in figure 27. This 

should be done so that the nuts can be 

tightened evenly.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27. The installer has to hold the brackets 

in place by hand while tightening the nuts (Photo: 

Eriksson, N.). 

 

 

iii. To secure the screw joint of the mast-

fixture lock nuts are used. To tighten 

the nuts the installer need to bring two 

different tools, as seen in figure 28, one 

to steady the first nut and one to tighten 

the second nut. At cramped areas this 

might be difficult to do.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28. Two tools are needed for tightening 

the lock nuts (Ericsson, Internal 3).   

 

 

iv. The nuts to the mounting equipment are loose and some of them must be removed in 

order to manage to install the RRU. Working under various weather conditions it 

might not always be easy to get a grip of the small components. Neither does the 

usage of gloves facilitate the handling. In worst case the installer will drop some nuts 

and might not have extras. If either the working people on the ground can hoist new 

ones or the installer have to climb down to get new ones it will be time-consuming.   
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v. It is easy to forget loosen the nuts and 

washers from the stud bolts of the upper 

mounting fixture before the RRU is 

hooked onto it, see loosen nuts in figure 

29.  If this happens the installer will 

have to be able to communicate with the 

ground people for help with hoisting and 

holding the RRU in order to fix the 

error.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29. The CPI image illustrates how the nuts and 

washers are loosen to hook the RRU onto the stud bolts 

(Ericsson, Internal 3).  

 

vi. To prevent the connectors from being a lever arm the RRU might be lifted and put 

down with a two hand action. As seen in figure 20 the heat pipe is not meant to be 

used as a handle and is not suitable or easy to use if it would be. Another possible two 

hand action could be that one hand holds the handle and the other hand can reach a cut 

out hole at the bottom, see figure 30. The bottom edge where one hand holds the unit 

is not developed for a lifting operation by hand, and the edge is quite sharp, see figure 

31. The hand that holds the handle turns the wrist into a non-ergonomic position as it 

cannot be reach from above, see figure 32. The handle can only be reached from one 

side.  

 

 

       
 

Figure 30. The RRU lifted with a two hand action,   Figure 31. The bottom edge is not suitable to 

one hand on the handle and one on the bottom           use as a lifting device by hand. 
         (Photo: Eriksson, N.).        (Photo: Eriksson, N.). 

 

 

Sharp edge! 
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Figure 32. Green ergonomic position of the wrist and a red un-ergonomic (Image: Ergonomika, Online. Photo: 

Eriksson, N.). 

 

vii.  

The weight of the RRU is 20 kg. The RRU 

are supposed to be lifted in the integrated 

handle. Doing so the lifting operation is 

below the knee with the back bent and 

twisted, see figure 33. While carrying the 

RRU the back is bent and the shoulder is 

burdened, see figure 34. The lifting- and 

carrying operation could hurt the back and 

should be avoided if possible.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34. The load of the back in the carrying operation 

(Photo: Bondesson, A.). 
 

viii. The surface of the back piece is not very easy to grip as the hands slides. To prevent a 

dimple have been designed in the surface. But trying to lift the device by holding the 

hands on the back-piece the dimple is little help.   

 

Figure 33. The load of the back in the lifting 

operation (Photo: Bondesson, A.). 
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ix. When the unit is tilted against a wall the 

user cannot reach the handle on the 

backside, see figure 35. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 35. Difficulties reaching the handle while tilted 

against the wall (Photo: Karnstedt, J.). 

9.2  Good features to keep 

i. The feature that the sun shield can be 

parked in an upper parking position seen 

in figure 36 to allow connection work at 

the terminal field, located in the bottom 

of the unit, is a good feature to keep. It 

allows the installer to work without 

having to hold the shield. The sun shield 

is also easy to put in place but not as 

easy to take off, as well as there is a 

possibility to put a lock to the sun shield 

to prevent unauthorized access to the 

technology. 

 
Figure 36. Image from CPI illustrating how the sun shield 

can be shoved into its upper position (Ericsson, Internal 3).    
 

ii. The possibility to hang the RRU to the upper bracket before tightening the lower 

mounting fixture is a smart feature. It is also a feature that the installers prefers 

according to a usability questionnaire made by Ericsson (Ericsson, Internal 7). 

9.3  Observations to consider 

Ericsson does not provide hoisting equipment with the RBS products. It is the installers‟ 

responsibility to provide equipment needed for the installation. Depending of which kind of 

equipment they use it could more or less facilitate the hoisting of the RRU. If the operation is 

performed wrongly the RRU can be damaged if it hits the mast or other units already fitted to 

the mast. The RRU-0 has easy to use attachment point for lifting device. However, during a 

filed trail in Inner Mongolia a problem with the hoisting equipment of an elder model of 

RRU‟s occurred. The lift ring was not suitable for running a rope, why a steel wire was used 

(Ericsson, Internal 5). This shows the importance of keeping good design for attachment 

points.   

Handle on 

back side  
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                                           10. Conclusions of Usability Analysis 

 

Even though there are no clear evidence for what is stated as problem areas from the analysis 

really will cause problems in the field, these statements are important parameters to consider 

in product development. As long as it is possible to make a mistake, errors will occur. 

Therefore it is important to start from the problem that arise and try to prevent this by good 

design and consider the whole of a product from manufacturing to installation, maintenance 

and decommissioning. 

10.1  Main problem areas 

 The RRU is a relatively massive product and the importance of manageability is large. 

It is important for the user to have a distinct and easily accessible handle to lift the unit 

in a smooth way why the lifting possibilities are one of the most important parameters 

to consider for a future design of an RRU. 

 

 Regarding the usability aspects which affect the technology of the RRU the ability to 

protect the connectors is one of the most important parts to consider.   

 

 The analysis identified non-user friendly functions of the mounting equipment which 

should be improved from a usability perspective. The difficulty of the mounting is to 

manage all loose components such as nuts and washers. The main task of an improved 

product would therefore be to ease the installation by using a non-loose component 

design. And even better, to use a design which only require one tool or no tool at all.  

10.2  Recommendations 

The usability analyze was done looking at the whole RRU while the product development of 

the second part of the master thesis only dealt with the mounting fixture. However, the 

knowledge of the handling of the RRU was not to be rejected. During the time for the project 

a new RRU was developed at Ericsson and the knowledge about usability aspects was passed 

on from the master thesis student to responsible designers at meetings. The discussions led to 

recommendations that could improve the design and work as a guide and reminder for current 

and future development. The recommendations regarding usability aspects of the RRU design 

can be studied in Appendix 4. Added are some notes about improvements for existing 

brackets.  

10.3  Requirements for RRU brackets 

A list of requirements for a new mast and wall mounting equipment was set up. A 

specification was also set up by Ericsson Systems which complements the usability 

requirements developed from the analysis. The two specifications were similar why there was 

no problem to merge them. The overall requirements for a new mast and wall RRU mounting 

equipment are placed in Appendix 5. 
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                                              11. Discussion of Usability analysis   

 

One could discuss if the methods for human-computer interaction are correct and would 

actually work for the analysis of an artifact. Important to note is that usability is difficult to 

measure in numbers. Usability has in this case a cross-functional meaning and is defined by 

the understanding of its user. The methods are used trying to understand and identify the 

users‟ needs and expectations, the meaning of the product and what really ease the usage of it. 

Considering this, trying not to put results of the analysis into data but into a greater 

understanding of the usage the opinion is that the methods can be used as a help in the product 

development.   

 

As the master thesis project was done during a short time frame and that the possibilities of 

including non-Ericsson employees in a developing process is difficult due to strict secrecy, 

together with the inexpediences regarding the products, improvisation was an important part 

of the work. The methods found worked as a guideline for the analysis and were not strictly 

followed, as well as they were combined during the work. Possible consequences and the 

importance of mixing methods should be further investigated before used as a standard. 

 

The product being analyzed does not have a very complex interface when excluding 

interconnect. There are no specific signs or signals to understand, what the user see is what 

they can expect. Considering this and the lack of misreports from the field one could make the 

conclusion that the overall function of the product works well. In this case the analysis 

pointed out the problems with loose items. The opinion is that those problems would probably 

have been identified if only one of presented methods was used, why the consequences of 

combining the methods should not in this case be very serious. If the product being analyzed 

is a more complex product with more functions there would probably be better to use the 

methods separately to get inputs from different aspects.  

 

The use of the master thesis student as test person should also be discussed. Considering the 

circumstances of the project it was the most accessible choice since the other engineers were 

familiar with the product. It was also a good opportunity for the student to gain a better 

understanding and knowledge about the assignment and existing products. However, the best 

solution when dealing with usability is to test the product on the actual user. This would 

probably have resulted in a wider understanding of problems that can occur, especially during 

different weather conditions, since the practice took place indoors. To have the opportunity to 

involve non-familiar persons in such a analyze a budget must be set in order to have other 

Ericsson employees involved or use outsider focus groups or test persons.    

 

Initiating the project there was a request of having the possibility of making a study visit at an 

installation out at site. The request was made to be able to observe the work and interview the 

installers. Because MU-RRU installations are uncommon in the close geographic area and 

because it is not Ericsson employee that performs the installations there was no such 

possibility. If usability will have a greater role in the development of new products at Ericsson 

the importance of a real user analyze should be given a greater focus. This would include 

identification and analyze of the actual installer by for example doing field studies, use focus 

groups or send out questionnaires to a large group of sub-contractors.   

 

The study clearly shows trends that different aspects regarding the installation are not 

synchronized in the development of a product. Installation instructions, the design, and 
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packaging and the use of wrapping differ on several points which may lead to problems 

during installation. In some cases it could lead to damaging the technology or complicate the 

work for the user. There is a risk that these types of problems arise when there is a lack of 

communication between departments within the company, especially within a larger 

company. It is of great importance to understand and take advantage of cross-functional work 

between for example, the designers, packaging designers and persons responsible for the CPI 

or instruction films. It is clear that the knowledge and competence already exist within the 

departments but the collaboration and updates need to continue during the whole process. 

Cross-functional work also prevents knowledge from getting lost when employees leave or 

change the title to a department not connected to the old one.     
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PART II 
 
 

Development of RRU mounting equipment  
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                                                                  12. Conceptual design 

Following sections will briefly present the work considering the conceptual design of the 

developing process. It will discuss the design conditions, early concepts, evaluation of 

concepts and the basis for further development.  

12.1  Design conditions 

Early in development a question was raised regarding the specification of the backward 

compatibility. If a new solution would fit the old brackets there was a huge limitation of new 

concepts and possibilities to be innovative. The discussion was based on the fact that as long 

as the hole pattern towards the RRU retained the same a new design could be used as well as 

an old design by keeping all components including the RRU-console. By limit the backward 

compatibility to the interface between the RRU and the RRU-console the rest of the 

installation equipment could be developed independent of the old design, which would 

encourage new types of solutions. Following a decision made by Ericsson the development 

was able to continue from this new condition.  

 

The design possibilities depend much on the choice of material. In order not to inhibit the 

creativity in concept work there were no regulations set regarding the material at an early 

stage. However, when developing the concepts, preferences regarding the material to use were 

set by Ericsson. The elder model of brackets is manufactured of stainless steel. Another 

material used for other components is aluminum, and specifically extruded aluminum profiles 

providing a high standard in strength. Both these materials are known materials and Ericsson 

had preferences in using them for new products. Therefore the detailed designs of concepts 

were adapted to the possibilities of the manufacturing processes.   

 

In parallel with the thesis work a similar project to develop RRU mounting equipment was 

performed within one of the Ericsson departments. This led to an increased number of 

involved people and an opportunity for a good discussion forum. Throughout the product 

development valuable design meetings and workshops was held to give feedback, exchange 

ideas, and discuss the usability level, pros and cons of new concepts (Sassano, C., et al., PC.). 

12.2  Idea generation 

A market survey was conducted to find inspiration for new ideas. Mainly investigated were 

different types of fasteners around poles. Throughout, it was common to use brackets for 

heavier objects with bolted joints, while lighter designs could be secured with other types of 

fasteners. Another observation from the survey was that many of the attachments were not 

flexible, but only used for fixed dimensions. Examples of light design and fixed fixtures are 

seen in figure 37. 

     
 

Figure 37. Example of lighter construction fixtures and fixed construction fixture (Stylingshopen, Dammbutiken 

and Site librarian, Online). 

 

http://tyda.se/search/encourage
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The creative phase of the concept generation was first free to explore all kinds of ideas. A 

brainstorming session was held with two KTH-students with the theme “how to fix something 

to a pole with flexible dimensions”. From the session as well as from other creative work 

ideas based on lighter design fixtures were developed. Considering a users‟ understanding and 

meaning of an artifact, designing something that could be recognized and categorized within 

light construction when dealing with a product that should express strength and trustiness 

could confuse more than help. This was kept in mind during the later process of the 

conceptual generating. In trying to find variations of form and function sketches like the one 

seen in figure 38 was done.  

 

 

 
Figure 38. Form variations of RRU brackets.  

 

If a solution would include a combined top and bottom bracket the possibilities of using it 

together with future RRU‟s and other products would be limited. The attachments points 

would have to be placed according to elder model measurements why those kinds of solutions 

were excluded. The creative work progressed by sketching and discussions around how to 

ease the installation by alternative usage of washers and nuts and ideas on how to solve the 

loose nuts and screws for the fastening of RRU-console to the mast fixture was explored. A 

selection of sketches of the ideas is seen in figure 39. 

 

 
 

Figure 39. Idea sketches of non-loose screws and nuts solutions.  
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Further on the concept generation was mainly focusing on finding solutions that would both 

be more user friendly by designing for non loose components but also to find something that 

developed the fixture and gave another dimension to the solution. Ideas were discussed with 

Ericsson employees and the KTH supervisor. Received feedback, exchange of ideas and 

inputs to new ideas developed the solutions further. When many of the solutions became 

alternatives of the elder model of mounting equipment, a final question to develop the 

concepts was set; could the produced solutions be simplified into more user friendly and more 

attractive designs?  

12.3  Concepts  

Two ideas were more developed than others. The first one was based on the idea of the 

possibility to install two RRU‟s to the same mounting equipment as seen in figure 40. This 

would be possible by using two identical brackets fixed to the mast and change the attachment 

points of the RRU-console towards the mast fixture so that it is attached to the short end of 

the brackets. The solution of fixing points would be on top of the brackets trying to use some 

sort of keyholes as an alternative to loose nuts.     

 

        
Figure 40. Concept with possibility to attach two RRU‟s to the same mounting equipment.  

 

The other solution was based on the idea of using the same components for mast and wall 

installations. This is provided by using three main components. All three components would 

be used for the mast installation and two of them for wall installation. When there was a 

difficulty in using the mast-bracket to place on the wall a reversed solution was developed so 

that the RRU console would be used on the wall and the mast-bracket would be used towards 

the RRU, as seen in figure 50. The solution of fixing points would here be on the short sides 

of the brackets were screws already are positioned and only needs to be tightened while 

installing the RRU.  
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Figure 50. The same components can be reversed and used for both mast and wall installation. 

 

12.2.1  Evaluation of concepts 

 

Evaluation of the concepts was made continuously throughout the project primarily through 

discussions during design meetings at Ericsson, and together with supervisor at KTH. 

Decision of which concept to proceed was taken on the basis of these evaluations. Usability 

aspects, the possibilities to fulfilling the requirements and the interest from product 

management were considered.  

 

To evaluate the concepts the user needs and references should be taken into consideration. 

Both concepts were based on the same design as elder models of mounting equipment with 

brackets which encloses the pole and secure the fixture with bolts. Based on the market 

research this will probably fall into correct categorization of the product and would easily be 

recognized by the user. Also considering there were no specific misreports from the field one 

could identify that concept of using screw joints in the design of the brackets are working 

fine. The conclusion of this would be that both concepts would by the user be recognized in 

design and function.    

 

The user expectations of the product when installing the second concept at wall might not be 

met as the components are reversed. Using the component which was attached to the RRU at 

mast installation would not be intuitive to be placed at the wall for wall installation. However, 

the problem was not considered crucial for the usage of the product when the installer will 

have more control of the situation during wall installation, can get help from co-workers and 

more easily reinstall if something goes wrong.   

 

The first concept was put aside due to lack of interest in double installations. The 

configurations of RBS use one or three RRU‟s (Pohlman, M., PC). Another difficulty with the 

concept was how to design the attachment between RRU-console and mast-bracket when the 

attachment points of the brackets would vary with the dimensions of the pole, and how a 

narrow attachment would fulfill the vibration requirements.  Neither was there any good 

enough solution of how to solve the non-loose nuts and washers for the attachment.  

 

The second concept was the choice of concept to proceed. It had the most interesting 

development possibilities and gave an added value to the design when using the same 
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components for both mast and wall installation. It had also the possibility to fulfill set 

requirements where one important part was to design without any loose components. 

12.4  Detailed solutions  

When looking into the attachment points of the interaction between the RRU-console and the 

mast-bracket three different solutions and alternatives of the concept were developed.  

 

First concept seen in figure 60 was based on rotating the 

lower RRU-console 90 degrees. The attachment points 

would consist of pre-assembled screws inserted into heli 

coils on side of the extruded aluminum mast-brackets. 

The RRU-console would be hung on to the top bracket 

and could be shuffled into the lower bracket. This would 

position the RRU in three dimensions. 

 

The console would have the same hole pattern for both 

top and bottom attachment why there are no guarantees 

that they would be attached to the RRU correctly. If the 

lower console was to be fitted to the RRU as the top 

console there would be no stop vertically.   

 
Figure 60. Concept with green console, 

bottom console turned 90 degrees  

 

The second concept, in figure 70 would develop the first 

one to prevent the lower console from being incorrectly 

attached. This would be done by having two different 

designs for top and bottom console. However, difficulties 

could occur if they were to be placed reversed. Two 

designs of consoles would also be an extra cost. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 70. Second concept with two different consoles. 

 

Third concept in figure 71 would use an alternative type 

of attachment to fasten the RRU-console to the mast-

bracket. It would also use the same design for top and 

bottom bracket identically fitted to the RRU. By using 

rotatable screws on side of the aluminum extruded mast-

brackets, and a slot on the console the screws can be 

attached from both top and side.    

 

 

 
 

Figure 71. Third concept with rotatable screws. 
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When evaluating the alternatives the third one was chosen for further detailed construction.  

Except pros and cons discussed above there would be a risk of build in tensions into the 

construction for the two first alternatives if the screws only would be tightened from the side. 

Considering this the third alternative would be a better construction since there is a possibility 

to tighten the screw from the top where the surfaces are in direct contact and improve the 

screw joint.  

 

To avoid loosening nuts while fitting the mast brackets around the pole a new design of the 

second mast-bracket was developed. The solution was based on a keyhole function, seen in 

figure 72, which would allow the installer to thread the bracket onto the second bolt without 

loosening the nuts.  

 
 

Figure 72. Bracket with slots and a key-hole function. 
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                                                                                13. Prototype  

 
The aim of making a prototype was to evaluate the design, according to function and usability 

and to provide useful feedback for further improvements. It was also valuable to get a real feel 

for the design of the product, its weight and volume and for the material. When a detailed 

CAD-model of the concept was available a prototype was ordered.  

 

Instead of stainless steel the prototype work shop manufactured the console out of 4 mm 

aluminum thin plate. The mast-brackets were manufactured of aluminum. 

 

Screws, washers and nuts was ordered but was unfortunately not delivered in time for the 

evaluation of the prototype. Improvisation and adaptation to available material enabled the 

installation practice and evaluation of the prototype. Used during the practice were lock-nuts 

and regular washers as used with existing mounting equipment.   

13.1  Evaluation of prototype 

To evaluate the prototype an installation practice was arranged at Ericsson office in 

Lindhomen. Experienced designers from Ericsson were invited to participate as users with 

possibility to leave feedback to the design according to function, look and usability. At the 

practice the thesis prototype and an Ericsson prototype was evaluated. The installation was 

done without any written instructions; and with verbal instructions only if necessary and 

asked for. Photos from the practice are seen in figure 73.  

 

    
 

Figure 73. Photos from evaluation of prototype at installation practice (Photos: Karnstedt, J.). 

 

The evaluation of the prototype was performed at a quite late stage of the thesis work and 

gave valuable feedback to the design. Before the project was closed some improvements 

could be made in the CAD-model whereas some improvement areas were only discussed for 

further development and validation. The following section Result - final components presents 

the final concept which is an improvement of the prototype design. A summarize of given 

feedback and a declaration of implemented improvements can be studied in Appendix 6.   
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                                                      14. Result – final components 

 

The mounting equipment consists of three unique main components demonstrated in figure 

74. From left to right, named due to its function there are a RRU/Wall-console, a Mast/RRU-

bracket and a Mast-bracket. Depending on mast or wall installation, the components are used 

with complementing components, such as screws, washers and nuts for different 

combinations. The mast-kit includes all three components while the wall-kit consists of the 

RRU/wall-console and Mast/RRU-bracket. A closer demonstration of each configuration will 

follow in section 14.2 and 14.3. Detailed information regarding complementing components, 

such as screws, washers and nuts will be presented in section 14.5. 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 74. On top from left to right, the RRU/Wall-console, Mast/RRU-bracket and the Mast-bracket. Bottom 

images of the mast and wall configurations.  
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14.1  Main components 

This section shortly introduces the main components and provides an overall picture of its 

basic features. A more detailed illustration will follow for each configuration. Manufacturing 

aspects are placed in Appendix 7.   

14.1.1  RRU/Wall-console 

The RRU/Wall-console is developed to be used 

at both mast and wall installation. It is fastened 

towards the back side of the RRU during mast 

installation and towards the wall at wall 

installation, as seen in figure 75. Its backside 

hole pattern fit the RRU attachment points. For 

the mast-kit the console is complemented with 

two hexagon screws.  

 

 

 

Figure 75. The RRU/Wall-console in its mast- and wall configurations. 
 

To be fastened to walls the console it designed with additional holes for attaching up to five 

screws depending on the wall material. Because the choice of screws also depends on wall 

material no additional components follows the console for the wall-kit.  

 

There is a half-tongue designed to fit into the Mast/RRU-bracket as a stop to lock the RRU to 

the fixture before the screws are tightened. The feature of the tongue is also to steer the 

component into the correct position relative to the Mast/RRU-bracket, which will be 

demonstrated in section 14.2.1. The component is constructed of bent 4 mm stainless steel 

and measures 54x244x64mm.  
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 14.1.2 Mast/RRU-bracket 

  

Figure 76. The Mast/RRU-bracket consists of five components.  

 

The basic Mast/RRU-bracket, seen in figure 76, consists 

of five components, which is developed to fit both the 

mast- and wall configurations. The component will be 

used with the Mast-bracket to fix the unit to the pole at 

mast installation. For wall installation the bracket is 

reversed and will be attached to the back side of the RRU. 

Both configurations are seen in figure 77. 

 

             
 

Figure 77. The Mast/RRU-bracket in its mast- and wall configuration. 

 

The main part, the extruded aluminum component, is complemented by two threaded plugs 

and two flange hexagon screws which are pre-assembled at manufacturing. The plug is 

horizontally and vertically locked by the screw but is movable around its axis which allows 

the screw to rotate 180 degree and to be tightened from the side or top. This is designed to 

avoid loosening the screws during installation. The design also means that the bracket cannot 

accidentally be turned upside down. The material of plug and screw will be stainless steel. 

The basic component with without screws measures 40x234x55mm. 

2x 

2x 
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For each configuration additional fasteners are used to complement the basic component. The 

mast-kit includes two of each out of a long hexagon bolt, washer, hexagon nut, NORD-LOCK 

washer and flange hexagon nut. The complete mast-kit is pre-assembled, illustrated by 

number 1-3 in figure 78, to ease the work for the installer as much as possible. 

 

 
Figure 78. Mast/RRU-bracket with complementing components for mast-kit. 

 

1. The screws are threaded into the aluminum profile, which is designed to lock the screw 

head and prevent the screw from rotate. 2. A washer and nut are used to lock the screw at its 

position, which prevent the screw from falling out the back way and entails it to be steady at 

installation. 3. The NORD-LOCK washers and flange nuts are threaded to the screws so that 

the installer does not have to handle loose components.     

 

For wall configuration two hexagon screws and two 4-edge washers are used, se wall-kit in 

figure 79. These fasteners are not pre-assembled.  

 

 
 

Figure 79. Mast/RRU-bracket with complementing components for wall-kit. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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14.1.3  Mast-bracket 

Figure 80. Mast-bracket pre-assembled for the mast-kit. To the left 

from top to bottom, the open slot and the slide-to-side stop. 

 

Mast installation is the only configuration in which the Mast-bracket will be used. It is pre-

assembled to the screws of the Mast/RRU-bracket as seen in figure 80 and together it will fix 

the unit to the pole. The component measures 40x234x49mm. 

 

The open slot is designed to ease the operation of threading the bracket around the pole by 

avoiding loosening any nuts during installation. When tightening the nuts, a stop has been 

designed to prevent screws from sliding back to the open slot and loosen the fixture, see 

figure 80. It is also designed to fit to circular cross-sections with a diameter between 30-120 

mm as well as square- and L-shaped poles. This is possible due to the extruded design and that 

the component can be reversed, se figure 81.  

 

            

 
Figure 81. The design allows installation to various cross-sections.    
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14.2  Mast installation configuration 

The complete mast-kit includes two of each main component and additional fasteners as 

described above. Included components are summarized in table 1 and demonstrated in figure 

82.  

 
Table 1. Component list; mast-kit 

 

Detail Material Standards  Amount 

RRU/Wall-console Stainless Steel - 2 

Mast/RRU-bracket Aluminum  - 2 

Plug D16mm Stainless Steel  - 4 

Hexagon bolt, with flange M10 Stainless Steel Acid-Proof M6SF A4 M10x40 DIN 6921 4 

Mast-bracket Aluminum - 2 

Hexagon bolt M10x170mm Stainless Steel Acid-Proof M6S-H A4 M10x160 ISO 272 4 

Hexagon bolt M10x30mm Stainless Steel Acid-Proof M6S-H A4 M10x30 ISO 272 4 

Washer M10 Stainless Steel Acid-Proof BRB A4 10,5x20x2 DIN 125 4 

Hexagon nut M10 Stainless Steel Acid-Proof M6M A4 M10 ISO 4032 4 

Nord-lock M10 Stainless Steel Acid-Proof NLOCK A4 10,3x21x2,6 4 

Hexagon nut, with flange M10 Stainless Steel Acid-Proof M6MF A4 M10 DIN 6923 4 

 

 
Figure 82. Included components; the mast-kit.   

14.2.1  Installation and features 

The mast installation of the RRU is done as illustrated from image 83 through 90.  
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Figure 83. To prevent the console from being attached upside down a small protrusion could be designed at the 

back piece of the RRU. This protrusion would fit the middle hole and only allow the console to be fitted into the 

right position. 

Figure 84. The lower bracket is fastened to the RRU-console. Screws are rotated and tightened at top of the 

unit. Since the slot goes all the way to the top it is an easy action to rotate the screw all the way. To stop the 

rotation at the end would be more intuitive than stop at side and leads the user to do the correct operation. 
This is the most secure way to fasten the unit and also how it should be fastened if possible. 
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Figure 85. The installer will fit the top bracket to the pole. Notice how the installer easily can hook the Mast-

bracket to the opposite screw. The bracket will then be shoved into its correct position. This is the only position 

the nuts can be tightened correctly. 

 

 
 

Figure 86. Since the earlier lock nut is exchanged to a NORD-LOCK washer and a flange nut the installer has 

fewer nuts to tighten and is only in need of one tool. The stop prevents the screws from sliding back into the 

open slot. 
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Figure 87. Instead of trying to fit in small holes to two screws as for the old bracket model the installer can fit 

the whole console to the bracket. The chamfer sides at the bracket guide the console into its right position. The 

console tongue is fitted into the middle extruded hole. When placed it prevents the RRU from falling off. 

 

 
 

Figure 88. By pushing the RRU towards the pole the tongue hit its front position and the console is positioned 

towards the bracket so that the slots match and permits next step of the installation. The design of the tongue is 

done considering it would be user friendly to push the RRU towards the pole. 
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Figure 89. It is easier to rotate the screw to its top position and then tighten them as the installer can release the 

screw and it stays in correct position. If trying to fasten them from the side the installer needs to hold them in 

place when tighten them. This is another feature that would intuitively guide the user to do right. 

 

 
 

Figure 90. The lower bracket can easily be attached to the pole. 
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14.3  Wall installation configuration 

The complete wall-kit consists of two of each RRU/Wall-console and Mast/RRU-bracket. 

Included components are summarized in table 2 and demonstrated in figure 91.  

 
Table 2. Component list; wall-kit 

 

Detail Material Standards  Amount 

RRU/Wall-console Stainless Steel - 2 

Mast/RRU-bracket Aluminum  - 2 

Plug D16mm Stainless Steel  - 4 

Hexagon bolt, with flange M10 Stainless Steel Acid-Proof M6SF A4 M10x40 DIN 6921 4 

Hexagon bolt M10x65mm Stainless Steel Acid-Proof M6S A4 M10x65 ISO 272 4 

4-edge washer M10 Stainless Steel Acid-Proof S4B A4 11x30x3 DIN 436 4 

Drilling template Paper  - 1 

 

 
Figure 91. Included components; the wall-kit.   

 

14.3.1  Installation and features 

The wall installation of the RRU is done as illustrated from image 92. through 98.  
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Figure 92. The drilling template is placed at the wall to fit the consoles with correct distance. Depending on wall 

material 2 to 5 screws can be used to fit one console to the wall. Using the template will prevent the consoles 

from being attached upside down.  

 

 
 

Figure 93. The additional screws included in the wall-kit are long enough to fit through the extruded component. 

Square washers are used to increase the locating surface when the hole is larger than used screw head. 
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Figure 94. The protrusion at the back side of the RRU will also for this configuration guide the user attaching  

the bracket correctly. The bracket can only be placed with the un-flat surface towards the RRU when the other 

surface is all flat and would hit the protrusion. Since the screws can rotate 180 degrees there is no possibility to 

place it upside down. 

 

 
 

Figure 95. The brackets can be hooked onto the wall-consoles. Notice that the screws need to point upwards not 

to interfere with the console. 
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Figure 96. By pushing the RRU towards the wall the tongue hit its front position and the console is positioned 

towards the bracket so that the slots match and allows next step of the installation. 

 

 
 

Figure 97. The screws at the lower bracket should be attached from below to gain the best screw joint. 

Gravitation makes the screws fall into its correct position why fasten it from below would be more intuitive to 

the user than to fasten it from the side. 
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Figure 98. Attaching the top bracket is where the feature of rotating the screws proves its next advantage. When 

it is difficult to tighten the screws from below they can be tightened from the side. 

14.3.2  Maintenance 

If maintenance is required for the RRU it could easily be uninstalled for both configurations. 

The screws are loosen and rotated so that the brackets are free to be lifted of the consoles. 

When reinstalling the unit steps are followed as before. 

14.4  PSU adaptation  

When adding a PSU to the back of the RRU in order to transform AC power to DC power the 

distance between the RRU and the pole/wall has to be increased. The existing solution which 

consists of a longer bracket for this type of installation has been removed. Instead the same 

mounting equipment as during basic installation will be used, just adding a distance when 

needed. The PSU-distance, seen in figure 99 will be manufactured by extruded aluminum and 

after it has been cut to final thickness there is no need for specific post processing. It measures 

50x236x30mm.   

 

 
 

Figure 99. The PSU-distance manufactured by extruded aluminum. 
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The distance will always be placed together with, and is designed to fit to the RRU/Wall-

console, as seen in figure 100. For mast installation it is placed between the console and the 

RRU, and between the console and wall at wall installation. When attached to the RRU longer 

screws are included in the packaging. There has been an attempt to remove as much material 

as possible. But because of the casting design of the RRU underneath the back shield, and the 

risk of bending the shield, the locating surface had to be increased to its current design. By 

using the distance the pre-load of the screw joint increases as the clamping length increases.   

 

 
 

Figure 100. The PSU-distance is designed to fit to the RRU/Wall-console. 

 

The PSU is connected through cables at the bottom of the PSU-box, as seen in figure 101. 

The new design of the mounting equipment is wider than the old brackets and there may be 

problems with the connection of cables. Unfortunately, this has not been further investigated.  

 

 
 

Figure 101. How to connect the power cables to the PSU (Ericsson, Internal 3). 

14.5  Fasteners  

Throughout the work there were discussions of what kind of fasteners to use for the 

construction. Different aspects were to be considered; key width, vibrations, loose 

components, contact surface for maximum load distribution and so forth.  
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When the concept still had the key-hole function the critical part was to solve the loose 

washers which would be difficult to thread through the hole. At this point locknuts were 

considered to avoid washers. Some fasteners lose some of its function if reused and locknuts 

with plastic insert or metallic locking are of this kind. (Swedish Fasteners Network, Online) 

When the mounting fixture should have the function of being replaced the solution of using 

locknuts was excluded.   

 

As the design went from key-hole function to use an open slot the conditions changed. Loose 

washers would not be a critical problem and focus changed towards the possibility for the 

usage of one tool only. An alternative to the old design with two lock nuts would be to use 

NORD-LOCK washers, as seen in figure 102. This was also the solution which was 

implemented into the final design.     

 

 
 

Figure 102. Nord-lock used to secure the screw joint (Nord-Lock, Online).  

 

The technique uses geometry to safely lock bolted joints exposed to vibration and dynamic 

loads. The washers do not require special tools and can be reused as required for maintenance. 

(Nord-Lock, Online). Nord-lock washers with large diameter are recommended for use for 

large/elongated holes, painted surfaces and soft materials, such as aluminum. These washers 

should also be used in combination with flange nut for optimum load distribution. (Solid 

components, Online) 

 

Using a hexagon flange nut would not only optimize the load distribution. It would also result 

in a better solution for the installer since only one tool is needed at the installation. The long 

bolt of the fixture is prevented from rotating by the extruded profile why the installer only 

needs to tighten the flange screw. When tightening the screw joint with a NORD-LOCK 

washer the torque should be 20% higher than if tightening a galvanized washer. (Bufab, 

Online)  
 

To avoid different key width of fixture fasteners the choice of rotatable screws and flange nuts 

were adjusted according to one another. The standards DIN 6923 for nuts and DIN 6921 for 

screws have both the same key width of 15mm. To meet corrosion requirements all fasteners 

must be in acid proof steel class A4.  

14.6  Conclusions of development of mounting equipment 

Even without having tested the concept at the real user, an argument that the mounting 

equipment is more user friendly than the old one is stated. The set up requirements for 

usability with no loose items included in the design has been fulfilled. Added to this the 

functionality of the open slot which makes it easy to attach the Mast-bracket to the 

Mast/RRU-bracket, and the choice of screws and nut which means that the installer do not 

have to use two different tools, facilitates the installation. Even though the width of the 
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bracket can be a problem when attaching a PSU it is an advantageous design from a usability 

perspective. The width ease the access to the fasteners, especially when wall mounting.  

 

With the function of hooking on the top bracket before tightening the lower one the concept 

has kept the installation procedure as before. This is appreciated out at field and was also a 

requirement set by Ericsson. An improvement has been achieved when the attaching of the 

RRU-console to the Mast-bracket does not have to fit to two small holes but to the whole 

bracket. The design in large has not changed and still use the same type of components as 

elder models. This will be an advantage as the user can identify the solution with his or hers 

expectations of the product. The reversibility gives an added value to the concept and 

hopefully also an economic benefit from the increased series when both mast and wall 

configuration will use the same main components.    

 

Regarding the backward compatibility the requirements has been met. The mounting 

equipment is compatible with the elder model of RRU and if the same interface between 

RRU-console and mast/wall-brackets are kept also for future RRU‟s.  

 

The design of the mast-kit allows installations for various cross-sections and meets set 

requirements for the dimensions of 60-120mm circular cross-sections, but also for down to 

30mm poles and some square or L-shaped pipes. 

 

A comparison of the new design to the old model on the basis of set requirements and 

dimensions;  

 

Loose items:     New design  Elder design 

Number of tools for installation:  New design  Elder design  

Various cross-sections:   New design  Elder design 

Amount of included items:   New design  Elder design 

Look & feel:     New design  Elder design  

Hook on before tightening:   New design = Elder design 

Weight:    New design ≈ Elder design 

Cost:      New design  Elder design 

Size:     New design  Elder design 

14.7  Discussions on development of mounting equipment 

As a more intuitive solution was one of the aspects for the thesis one should discuss if the new 

design is more intuitive than the elder model. As stated in section 5.3 intuitivity is not easily 

defined as it can mean various things to different users. To achieve a design that ease rather 

than make the installation complex an attempt was done to always have the understanding of 

the artifact in mind during the development. The best way to examine whether a design is user 

friendly and intuitive is to test them on the user. There has not been a possibility for that in the 

master thesis why it is hard to define if the new concept eases the installation or not. 

However, looking at the design there is some inbuilt features which guide the user to do right, 

which would be considered to be more intuitive than if there was a possibility to do wrong.  

 

When it comes to the reversibility of the concept, the usability aspects are really challenged. 

Is it really intuitive or user friendly to at one point fasten the console to the RRU, while at the 

next time fasten the console to the wall? The smartness of the function might not be 

appreciated if one is used with one or the other configuration only. But at the first look, when 
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the exact right components, the mast-kit or the wall-kit is delivered with the RRU and the user 

is not familiar with the one or other it will not be so difficult. Complementing fasteners guides 

the user to fit the components to its position and there is no other way the RRU is mounted to 

a mast or wall than the correct way. When the installer is used to the product they will easily 

mount the RRU when the installation itself are not very complex.   

 

The open slot of the Mast-bracket was designed since the key-hole function did not work as 

desired. However, the strength of the open side is not validated and the concept might have to 

be redesigned.  

 

There were no calculations or simulation done to evaluate the strength of the construction. 

Elder models of brackets and antenna brackets have been used as guidance in the construction 

work. Extruded aluminum profiles have previously been used in Ericsson products and when 

evaluating the concept during design meetings there have not been any specific opinions 

about the design. It is therefore likely that the design is sufficiently dimensioned for the loads 

and stresses.  

 

There are some weaknesses when it comes to the final design concept, thinking of the 

increased width, the critical rotatable screws and the probable increase of cost. More to be 

discussed in following section.  

14.7.1 Further development 

The concept design is a result of a pre-development study. To realize the concept there are 

still some issues which need to be looked into. First, calculations and simulations of the 

strength need to be done. This will provide important information if the construction 

withstands loads and vibrations, or if there is a need for redesign. Furthermore, the aluminum 

components have to be optimized for the extrusion process according to wall thickness and 

radius.   

 

Tests of the plug and rotating screws should be done in order to validate the functionality after 

a certain time in field. The rotating function is critical for the maintenance possibilities and is 

therefore important to investigate thoroughly.  

 

The extruded aluminum Mast/RRU-bracket is designed to prevent the long screws included in 

the mast-kit from rotating. There might be a risk that the aluminum, which is a softer material 

than stainless steel, deformes which would enable the screw to rotate and the screw joint can 

come loose. There is a need to look into this detail to see if it a redesign is necessary.   

 

When looking into the PSU-configuration, a problem with the design because of the width 

was found. Due to the reversibility of the concept and set distance of the attachment points of 

the RRU the distance between the screws which envelop the pole had to be increased in 

comparison with the old model. This in turn led to increased width of the bracket. Added the 

function of rotatable screws, which due to the reversibility and the screw position of the wall-

kit had to be designed at a certain distance from the centre, the width increased even more. 

The PSU is designed to fit the old measurements of brackets, which has a slimmer design.  

When attaching a PSU to the backside of the RRU and the new concept the cables connected 

to the bottom of the PSU will interact with the brackets. If the concept is to be developed 

further this is a problem which has to be solved.  
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A cost calculation for the concept has not been done. The set goal was not to exceed the cost 

of the old model. For the similar concept developed at Ericsson at the time for the master 

thesis the calculation of a new design showed a cost increase of around 20%. If this is the fact 

for developed concept it is important trying to evaluate if the added value of usability, look 

and feel motivates the costs. If not, can a redesign of the product lower the cost?  

 

A discussion of the importance of not allowing any errors during installation should be held. 

To prevent the installer from attaching the brackets upside down or turned around a redesign 

of the back piece of the RRU can be made as illustrated for the concept presented. Protrusions 

at the back piece of the RRU have to be designed to allow this function.    

 

Finally the final concept presented needs to be manufactured in a mock-up to be tested and 

evaluated to see if the improvements made after the prototype evaluation developed the 

concept or if there still are some issues to deal with.  
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                                        15. Overall conclusions and discussion 

 

The overall conclusion of the master thesis project is that set up questions to answer and 

objectives have been met. Problems during the handling and installation regarding the design 

of the RRU and mounting equipment was identified and documented. The usability analysis 

resulted in recommendations for future design of RRU‟s and requirements for the second part 

of the thesis, the development of mounting equipment.  

 

The design of the mounting equipment has been improved with a focus on usability. A 

prototype was produced and evaluated which helped in improving the final design of the 

product. The outcome and delivery of the thesis are an analysis of the RRU-0 model, 

recommendation of future design and a concept of a new mounting equipment. The concept 

was delivered as a CAD-model and illustrations are provided in this document.    

 

By ease the installation phase by well designed products, the risk of costs depending on 

damaged products and time-consuming operations decreases. To reduce the risk of errors 

during handling and installation the design and packaging of the product together with all 

information regarding the product should be performed based on a user perspective. All work 

should also be done in cooperation with one another. It is an interdisciplinary approach and if 

it succeeds there will be benefits from the work. 
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Appendix 1 Product development processes 
 

Parts of the Ericsson development process for the mechanical division the HWDP 2000 EMD 

(Hardware Development Process for Enclosure Mechanical Design) can be seen in figure 

a1:1 and a1:2. The process is divided into sub-level processes. The master thesis project will 

be a pre-development project which will overlap into the development phase. It will cover the 

first steps of the process and end at TG2 (Toll Gate 2). 

 

 
 

Figure a:1. Part of the Ericsson Product Development Process (Ericsson, Internal 10). 
 

 
 

Figure a:2. Ericsson Product Development Process (Ericsson, Internal 11). 

 

The planning of the project will also follow the steps; KP0 through KP3, of the model 

illustrated in the master thesis instructions of the Department of Machine Design, KTH, seen 

in figure 3.  

 
Figure 3.  Process of Master Thesis project, Department of Machine Design, KTH (Instutitionen för 

maskinkonstruktion, KTH, 2009).  
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Appendix 2 RRU interface   
 

All images from Ericsson (Ericsson, Internal 3 and 8). Illustrations are adapted to this 

document and does not fully follow the CPI arrangement. Additional are texts to inform about 

the RRU interface, included components and the installation procedure.  

 

A2:1 Packaging 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A2:2 Illustrations of how to protect the RRU 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A2:3 Installation procedure  

 

Resting the RRU   Place the RRU on the ground  Sunshield 

 

     RRU consoles               Fasten the consoles to backside of the RRU       Fasten lower mast bracket 
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     Fasten the top mast bracket to the pole, and tighten the nuts using two tools. 

 

The RRU is hoisted up in the mast and hooked onto the top bracket. 

The lower bracket is tightened and the top console is tightened to the mast bracket. 
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Appendix 3 Problems areas regarding the CPI 
 
There are unclear instructions on how to use the wrapping of the package to protect the unit 

while placing it on the ground. The multimedia based learning has an instruction film about 

preparations for installation where the message is; 

  

 
 

The preparation part of the instructions shows how this is done as seen in figure a3:1. The 

instruction film is the same for three different RRU models and it is not even an RRU 

demonstrated in the film, it is a Main Unit.  If the RRU-0 is placed on the ground with only a 

plastic bag underneath the heat pipes will most certainly be damaged and that the corrosion 

protection, the enamel paint might be rubbed off.  

 

 
 

Figure a3:1. The preparation film shows how to place the RRU on the ground (Ericsson, Internal 12). 

 

The CPI illustrates how the mounting brackets are fitted to the back side of the RRU. The 

image shows how the brackets should be mounted with a screw, nut and a washer, see figure 

a3:2. However, the package for brackets which is included in the RRU packaging does not 

include nuts or washers. The manual are wrong and there should not be a nut or washer in the 

construction. The screw is short and if a nut is used it will be devastating for the strength.  

 
 

Figure a3:2. Illustration from the CPI of how to fasten the brackets with screw, nut and a lock washer (Ericsson, 

Internal 3). 
 

”Protect the surface of the unit you working on by keeping it on a 

plastic bag or protective board of some sort.”   

 
Ericsson Multimedia Based learning, RBS 3518 Installation - Preparation 
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Appendix 4 Recommendations of future RRU design 
 
For future design of RRU‟s some recommendations are to consider regarding usability during 

handling and installing. The notes are based on analyze of the RRU-0 but can be applied to 

any future RRU. 

 

A4:1 Remote Radio Unit design 

 

It would be preferable if the RRU does not have to be placed on the ground unless necessary. 

The reason it has to be placed on the ground with the front side down is for the possibility to 

attach the RRU consoles.  

 

The packaging could be used in a different way than today, when the solar shield is placed on 

top and the RRU with the front side up. If the backside of the RRU is exposed when first 

opening the packaging there is no need of repacking if before attaching the consoles. Today 

the RRU consoles are included in the package and it would be an easy operation to do. To 

make the instructions even clearer a paper sheet with images of how to fasten the consoles to 

the RRU could be attached to the back side. In order to achieve this there should be a good 

cooperation with responsible packaging designer.  

 

To improve the handling of existing RRU-0 the smaller wrapping could be attached, such as 

taped against the front side of the RRU which intend the user to keep it for protection. It is 

then very important to keep the thickness of the wrapping as today to prevent the solar shield 

from being attached to the RRU while the wrapping in between.  

 

To ease the handling and lifting of the RRU an improvement of the handle must be made. On 

the RRU-0 the handle is implemented at the back side. The handle can only be held from one 

direction and is not reachable while unpacking the unit or when the unit stands tilted against a 

wall. Another problem with the handle was that when lifting the device the connectors was be 

exposed towards the ground.  

 

 Place handle on top of the RRU. This will prevent the unit to tilt towards the person 

carrying as well as ease placing it at ground without damaged the connectors. It will also 

improve from an ergonomic perspective as the person carrying may stretch his or hers back 

into a better position.  

 

 Ease a two hand action by designing a handle at the bottom of the device. The user can 

easily bend his or hers knees in order to lift more ergonomically as the device have more 

flexible grip surfaces. It will also help carrying the RRU by one person in a two hand action 

but allows also the device to be carried by two persons if needed.  

 

 

It is a necessity to have proper cover for the connectors if the future design will locate the 

connectors at the bottom of the device. A future design should strive to have support both at 

the front and rear of the bottom. The support would ease placing the RRU standing upwards 

without having to be tilted, which would prevent the mounting fixture from damage. The 

support would also be used as a level arm and would then prevent the connectors from 

damage.  
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A4:2 Mounting fixture 

 

If the design of the brackets will be the same as existing one simple improvement could be 

implemented in the manufacturing process. The brackets are made in China where it is most 

probable that the bolts are handled by man power. Fasten all four nuts is not necessary for the 

functionality of keeping the brackets together while in the packaging, one would be enough. It 

is only time-consuming as both the factory worker and the installer need to tighten or loosen 

the nuts.  
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Appendix 5 Requirements for RRU mounting equipment 
 
Prioritization 

1. Manage vibration requirements  

2. Corrosion resistant 

3. Same RRU interface 

4. No loose items 

5. Improve premium look and feel 

6. Backward compatible 

 

Mandatory 

› Vibration requirements 

- Corrosion resistant 

- Temperature range -33°C - +55°C 

› Same interface between RRU and consoles; Measurements 146 mm x 265 mm. 

› Parking position (hang up before final attachment) 

› No loose items 

› No special tool needed – one tool design  

› Handle dimensions of 60-120mm pipe 

› Shall support weight up to 50kg 

› Possibility of maintenance:  

- No fixed fasteners 

- Reachable fasteners 

- Possibility to replace the RRU or the bracket 

 

Optional 

› Backward compatible 

› Handle dimensions of 30-120 pipe 

› Handle L- or □-shape “pipe” 

› Same kit/components for pole and wall 

› Tool less 

 

Cost 

› Todays cost is: 

– Wall ~200SEK 

– Pole ~300SEK 

 

› Target cost: 

– Wall ~200SEK  

– Pole ~300SEK 
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Appendix 6 Evaluation of prototype  
 
A6:1 Installation practice 

 

Usability test of new mounting equipment concepts for RRU. 

Document describes all remarks from usability test. The usability 

test was performed during a practice at Lindholmen 2010-03-25. 

A6:2  Participants 

 

Jonna Karnstedt 

Peter Ullnert 

Niklas Eriksson 

Lars-Olof Nilsson 

Mattias Sahlström 

Gilbert Johansson 

Tom Andersson 

Jonas Pettersson 

Maria Siverbäck 

A6:3  Log of feedback 

 

Concept Description of feedback Inspection 
recommendation 
 

Implemented 
improvements 

Comments 

Mast and 
wall mount  

Mast/Wall-
bracket 

Uncertainty concerning 
the rotation feature of the 
plug after a few years in 
the field 

 Increase the diameter of 
the plug- hole to prevent 
the plug from settle. 

A discussion of 
validation 
according this is 
important before 
finishing the 
product.    

Mast and 
wall mount  

Mast/Wall-
bracket 

The rotatable screws tilt 
when fasten them on top   No solution 

implemented  

Mast and 
wall mount  

RRU/wall-
console 

 

Curved side of the console 

complicates tightening 

screws from the side.   
 

 Chamfer the aluminum 
profile and the inner 
radius of 4 mm does no 
longer interfere. The side 
of the console can be 
flat. 

 

Mast and 
wall mount  

RRU/wall-
console 

A stop and guidance of the 
console towards the mast-

bracket before tightening 

the screws.  

 Both console and bracket 
were redesigned. A half-
tongue would be 
navigated into the 
bracket and position the 
console towards the 
bracket.  

 

Mast 
mount 

RRU-
console 

 
Possibilities to fasten the 

RRU-console upside down 

 

An indication in 
some sort would 
help 

A protrusion at the back 
piece of the RRU could fit 
to non-attached hole at 
the RRU-consol.   

Must make 
changes at RRU 
design 
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Concept Description of feedback Inspection 
recommendation 
 

Implemented 
improvements 

Comments 

Mast 
mount 

Mast -
brackets 

 

The washer on the non-
open side of the wing-

bracket lock the bracket as 

it gets stuck in the screw 
thread.  

 

Use a flange nut 
instead of washer, 
or flatten the 
surface to prevent 
the washer from 
standing and fit to 
the thread 

Nord-Lock washers and 
a flange nut are used. 
The surface is also 
flattened.  

 

Mast 
mount 

Mast -
brackets 

The washer will easily get 

stuck on the wrong side of 
the bracket when thread 

through the nuts into the 

key-hole.   
 

Use a flange nut 
instead of washer. 

An open slot was 
designed instead of the 
key-hole. Flange-nut and 
Nord-lock washer are 
used. 

 

Mast 
mount 

Mast -
brackets 

Limited access to M10 nut 
at non-open side due to the 

slide-to-side stop   
Place the stop on 
the opposite, closed 
side. 

The stop was designed 
at the opposite side.  

 

Wall 
mount 

RRU-
bracket 

Easy to place the bracket 
with wrong surface towards 

the RRU which would 

disable the attachment to 
wall-console 

An indication in 
some sort would 
help 

A protrusion at the back 
piece of the RRU could fit 
to non-attached hole at 
the RRU-consol.   

Must make 
changes at RRU 
design 

Wall 
mount 

RRU-
bracket 

The locating surface of the 

RRU-bracket towards the 

RRU does not match the 
casting underneath, why the 

back piece of the RRU may 

be exposed to bending 

Re-construction of 
the locating surface 
to a flat surface 

The RRU-bracket was 
redesigned to a flat 
contact surface.  

 

Wall 
mount 

Wall-
console 

 

Lack of drainage holes  Additional holes can 
be punched into the 
console  

-  

Wall 
mount 

RRU-
bracket 

Rotatable screws are 

pointing down while 
placing the RRU to the wall 

which disable the mounting.  

  No specific 
improvements 
have been 
implemented  

The screws can 
be easily rotated 
up to prevent 
obstructions. 

Screws 
and Nuts 

Change to Flange screw and 

Flange nuts with same key 

width. 
  Done 
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Appendix 7 Manufacturing aspects 
 

Both extruded aluminum profiles, the Mast/RRU-bracket and the Mast-bracket, are designed 

for as little post processing as possible. The design is adapted to the extrusion process so that 

each detail can easily be cut to final thickness. But in order to reach the function of each 

component some post processing will be necessary.  

 

The Mast/RRU-bracket has the more complex design of the two and in need of most post 

processing. The short ends need to be chamfered because of the inner radius of the 

RRU/Wall-console. To avoid the possibility of the component to be turned upside down it is 

chamfered on both sides, see figure a7:1a. Further on, in order to attach the screw from side 

material has to be processed, see figure a7:1b.  

 
Figure a7:1. a) The colored edges are chamfered on both sides of the extruded profile. b) Processed area, 

colored in the image.   

 

To fit the plugs and bolts into the Mast/RRU-bracket, holes have to be drilled, see figure a7:2. 

The drilling operation could be done from one direction to ease the manufacturing process.   

 
Figure a7:2. Drilled holes, colored in the image.  

 

There is less post processing for the Mast-bracket. Seen in figure a7:3 are the processed slots.  

 
Figure a7:3. Processed area, colored in the image. 

 

The design of the RRU/Wall-console is all punched in the same operation. The thin plate is 

then bent and welded, se figure a7:4. 

 
Figure a7:4. Colored area illustrates the weld. 

 

A cost calculation was not a part of the project. It is however both an interesting aspect and 

crucial to the products realizability. A cost calculation has been done for a similar design 

within the project time. This calculation shows on a cost increase of 20%. With this in mind 

the assumption is that the price of the product developed with a focus on usability will 

increase the cost by 20-25%.  


